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We often encounter statements that 
praise art’s ability to show us the world 
from different angles: the arts “celebrate 
multiple perspectives,” which is why 
“one of their large lessons is that there 
are many ways to see and interpret the 
world” (Eisner, 2002, para 3). In fact, this 
carousel-like movement between various 
points of view is said to support—in the 
legislative language of the Every Student 
Succeeds Act—“well-rounded education” 
(National Art Education Association, 
n.d.). The term “well-rounded” refers to 
something fully developed, complete, 
well-balanced, and varied.1 

Thus, one cannot help but think that the 
perpetual movement induced by art in edu-
cation is, interestingly enough, bound to 
a fundamental stability: not only because 
this movement completes itself in a state 
of full development, but also because it 
secures a balance among different per-
spectives and acts as a point of reference 
from which all angles and the movement 
between them can be counted.

What are we to make of this entwine-
ment between motion and motionless-
ness when discussing the societal role 
of art in education? What does it tell us 
about the social imagery from which 
these metaphors spring?

Although this movement along the 
circumference of our perception can, at 
first, be understood to secure social inclu-
sion—after all, a well-rounded education 
may support the societal participation 
of all who have access to it—philosopher 
Thomas Nail (2015) reminds us that 
not all movements are treated equally 
in contemporary politics, whether local 
or global. Arguing that “social expan-
sion has always been predicated on the 
social expulsion of migrants” (p. 7), Nail 
shows how forms of movement relative 
to something stable (e.g., citizenship of 
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a nation state, or private property) are 
prioritized over vagrant movements of 
those who are not associated with fixed 
sites of identification. The fact that to-
day’s immigrant populations are likened 
to forces of nature—depicted as floods and 
flows—is symptomatic of this division. 
Because they are not bound to specific 
locales, migrant people are increasingly 
facing techniques of control and order—
not through citizenship or property, but 
through walls.

Nail’s book does not deal with art 
education specifically. However, I see 
that it encourages readers to ask critical 
questions about the relationship be-
tween well-rounded education and the 
movement of different perspectives that 
support it. Indeed, what kind of stable 
point of reference might we presume 
when celebrating the multiple perspec-
tives offered by art in education? What 
kind of movement do we imagine among 
those perspectives? These are not merely 
metaphorical inquiries, but deal with the 
very foundations of educational thought. 
If different perspectives evoked by art are 
understood to meet in a singular, stable 
place—“the world,” for example—then 
learners are expected to circulate around 
this predetermined point of reference 
whose mastery takes them further in the 
direction of self-development and com-
pletion. This sustains a division of power 
between those who claim to have done 
their rounds and those whose movement 
does not fit within specific patterns. To 
put it differently, learners should not 
wander, for they have certain directions 
to take.

If this is the case, how do we approach the 
multiple perspectives that art may offer, 
beyond simply considering the interplay 
between an immobile object of inquiry 
and the moving observer circulating it? 

Rather than focusing on the number of 
perspectives that art curriculum may 
offer to the world, I believe it is also worth 
paying attention to the various kinds of 
worlds in which art and education already 
operate; worlds in which (and not from 
which) one learns. Because these worlds 
are historically, socially, culturally, and 
geographically layered, they are on the 
move, unsettled in fixed constellations, 
just like their inhabitants. Hence, if, in 
the words of anthropologist Tim Ingold 
(2011), “wayfaring is our most fundamen-
tal mode of being in the world” (p. 152), 
it is so because even though learning and 
teaching may take us places, those places 
are inevitably affected by places and 
people we do not even know to look for. 
To move with these worlds and  
people—both known and unknown—
might require a willingness to wander 
and, most importantly, an openness to 
learn from those who do.  
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